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About This Game

Entropic Shop VR is a bundle of mini-games designed for virtual reality. Set in a fantasy magic shop, the different mini-games
offers a wide set of activities, each one requiring different skills and strategies. The mini-games take the form of simple and
short but intense experiences in a colorful, cartoon and absurd environment. Feed a tax collector with donuts, search the shop

for cursed objects and try to please what seems to be an endless wave of clients.

Play alone or share your headset with your friends for some old fashioned multiplayer. Be the fastest, the more accurate or just
the luckiest to compete for the high score. Or you can just relax and play it casual. Because those who brag about their score are

just trying to compensate for something else. And you're not trying to, are you ?

The Lore

"Potions, scrolls, magic wands, ancient artifacts, I've got everything you need !" This is how the owner of the Entropic shop
greeted his customers. It was one of the last magic shop ever, a truly marvelous place. It's said that no customer ever left his

shop without finding what they came for. As he grew old and tired, he eventually had to hire an assistant to run the shop.
Unfortunately, the young man was a bit clumsy and disorganized and sold the wrong potion to a local sorcerer. The sorcerer,

furious that his ritual has been ruined, cursed the shop and the assistant.

Mini-games

Entropic Shop
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The shop is becoming crazy. Find donuts & coins and give (or throw) them to the inspector to uncurse the shop !

Basket Express
Clients are coming into your shop but won't stay long. Throw to their baskets potions with the right color!

Treasure Hunt
Your 3 sacred lamps are minified and hidden in the shop due to a curse. Find them before they disappear for ever! Use your

hands to interact with everything, even furniture.

Heist Dance
A strange portal has appeared and is trying to steal your money. Follow the rythm and stop the coin with your hands!

Bow versus Shadows
Coming soon!

Controls

The PAD - Teleportation
Press the PAD to activate teleportation. Aim with the controller. Release the PAD to teleport yourself.

The Trigger - Interactions
The trigger is used to grab objects, to pull, to activate hourglasses. When overlapping an interactable object with your controller,

you should see an outline effect.

The Shoulder - Menus
The shoulder is a small button above the PAD. It displays and hides the game menu on the left hand.
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Title: Entropic Shop VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Big Horn Studio
Publisher:
Big Horn Studio
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 AMD FX 8350 (equivalent or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 AMD Radeon R9 290 (equivalent or better)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR Game

English
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Let me just start by saying Avernum is not for everyone. For those who are only interested in fast paced action, then this is not
for you.

But for those who like a game that is impressively refined, has a driving story, great levels of customization and a remarkably
large world to explore, this is the game for you. Do not automatically be driven off by the rudimentary graphics, this is a very
enjoyable game!. you know i'm kinda enjoying this. Great game just needs some more players, awesome graphics and game
play. was running extremely high settings on a laptop and getting 60 plus fps. killed some people, got killed more people than i
expected playing which is nice to see. all in all for 10 bucks if this game takes off its gonna be wild!!!. Superb 3D space RTS.
Like the civilization games if they were massize 3D space RTS with no size limits or unit caps. This game delivers a true 3D
universe (with the option to flatten it to a 2D pane if that's the kind of map you want) with real time flight between stars and
clusters. Sins of a Solar Empire meets Sid Meier's Civilization with extras that both games lack like 3D spaceflight along
individually determined paths, real time civil management and custom unit construction.

Really a lovely game, proud to have it in my library. A recommended collectors item to buy on sale or even off if you have the
spare cash and would appreciate sitting down to play something like this singleplayer sometime.

Unfortunately multiplayer is fairly dead and with Star Ruler 2 available for purchase now likely to stay that way. Still a very nice
game for even just a few 100 hours of singleplayer. Star Ruler 2 going to be even better I hope and with people online.

This is the sort of thing I think of when I think of a honestly priced classic high quality PC video game.

A shame it hasn't been much more popular. Hopefully that would not ruin it as it seems to have much of the industry.. I enjoyed
the previous two games a lot, so I was really looking forward to this one too. So I backed it on Kickstarter ($25). Then it
appeared in a really cheap bundle before the official release, so people who paid like $1 got the game much earlier than me.
Yay!

The game... sucks. You know the quote how "every improvement is two steps back", right? That quote is about this game.

The universe is now 3d space instead of 2d plane, but THAT DOES NOT MAKE THE GAME MORE FUN. You fly
somewhere, but you dont know where the planet exactly is, or how much nebula (a thing which slows you down a lot) you will
fly through. The planets overlap each other, and some of them are really hard to spot and/or click on. All of this makes the
exploration really frustrating. None of these problems were not present with the 2d universe.

The UI is horrible. In the previous games you could have opened multiple panels (ship equipment, cargo...) at the same time in
the corner of the screen, and you could still play the game. Now everything opens in the middle of screen. So every time you
want to do anything, you have to juggle with different panels overlaying each other. When you want to close the panels, you
automatically hit Escape, which does not close the panel, but it asks you if you want to quit the game... and after some time you
will realise that is actually the best thing you can do.
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the youngin has played this more than i played bioshock infinite. Oh the memory's :). Quirky, Creative game well worth it's
price!. I feel bad cause this game is a half step away from being pretty entertaining. Your experience is highly dependent on the
RNG and it ultimately drags out gameplay so much that the boosts of excitement you get from new content are too far away
from each other. Could be fixed with an alternate play mode or difficulty setting.. I have to recommend voice warrior. I have
the word "load" set to R, so in any FPS game I play I can reload with my voice. Epic!!!. thirteenth game in sakura bundle since
2014! another visual story with pleasant graphics; i was comparing the game to a first one - boobs are becoming bigger; girls
clothes (hm... maybe not clothes but lingerie) are becoming more and more - unreal? sophisticated? i mean when in first games
gilrs wore something you can hardly buy for your gf, in this last one... you definitely won't find this overcomplicated stripes
with bow-knots anywhere ))) so all that is left to do is to own the game )))
. Prepare to go HAM in PAM.

Awesome as hell car combat racer You can freeze cars, drill cars, shoot cars, drop oil slicks, burn cars, and, yes, even attack
them with deadly flamigos. However, its not all fun and explosions, as there isn't a lot of "game" to play and trying to find a
random multiplayer game is like trying to find a strawberry field in the middle of an apocalyptic desert. With that said, this is a
great game to pick-up if you can find it on a good sale...but may not be worth the full price tag.. This is a fun little game with
two notable problems.
Metagal is a Mega Man homage and unashamed of it. It is a 2d run and gun platformer with a health bar, boss gates, stage select
and the other trappings you find in any good game staring a blue robot. Little new ground has been broken but the engine feels
more like a late GBA game than the familar NES classics and fangames.
The visuals, sound, and controls all meet expectations. The backgrounds are rich and vibrant while enemy designs are consistent
and charming. The songs have strong melodies and good instrumentation. The controls are responsive and tight. Sometimes the
shots can feel a bit delayed but it seems to be more a matter of projectile speed and animation than input delay.

The game has two significant failings: text and dash.
Text- The developers clearly do not use english as their first language -and I support game development all over the world- but if
they want to market the game as professionals they need to hire an editor to check their spelling and grammar. Thankfully the
story is not the main attraction of the game and the tutorial conveys enough meaning to teach you.
Dash- To dash in the game tou need to double-tap forward. There is no other option. No ability to bind to a button. No ability to
bind down + jump. Every controller that supports this game has enough buttons to bind an additional but the option is absent.
Some may find this to be inconsequential but I see it as a clumsy barrier tangling gameplay. (EDIT: they are already working on
the dash button patch)

All things considered it is still a functional and cheap game that should be worth picking up if you are a mega fan running out of
fangames.. It's ok,but it becomes repetitive quite fast. Maybe it would be better on a mobile phone,but that's just my
opinion.The price is fair and it also has tranding cards. Give it a try,maybe you'll like it more than I did.. Don't buy this game for
Mac. It doesn't load. Looking into the problem on the forums seems to indicate it might be a DRM problem, but no one seems
to have a fix. People have said Steam wont help because its not their game, and Her won't help with 3rd party downloads. If you
want to play this game you have to shell out the whole 20$ to Her Interactive to buy it directly from them.
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